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It carried the Supersport World Championship winning streak into , and on through , and won in
and In the past Honda has always developed a roadbike, then modified it for racing. But with the
RR, we first built a prototype racer, then gave it to the production department. Honda said that
the use of its new 'Hollow Fine Die Cast' frame technology, in which sand casting molds were
given a ceramic interior coating, made it possible to reduce the thickness of the five-piece
aluminum frame from 3. The model carried over to technically unchanged, with only the addition
of an oxygen sensor. In , the CBRRR received a major revision with new bodywork, fully
adjustable inverted front forks, disc brakes with radial-mounted four-piston calipers, and a new
aluminum frame, swingarm and rear shock. The midrange power was also increased. These
changes along with additional refinements to the engine and exhaust system brought CBRRR's
wet weight down by The CBR's most radical redesign since the introduction of the RR in is
highlighted by a whole new engine, frame, and bodywork that results in a smaller, lighter,
more-powerful CBRRR with a class-leading power-to-weight ratio and unparalleled
performance. Weight was the primary focus of the redesign. The result was a 9. The new
three-spoke cast aluminum wheels were also lighter than those on the bike, which further
contributed to the enhanced performance of the suspension. The smaller, sharper-edged new
front upper fairing was dominated by the large central ram-air duct which fed the airbox through
an opening in the steering head section of the frame and was separated from the sides of the
fairing by a large gap which Honda said was for air management purposes. The tail-section was
similarly smaller and sharper-edged, riding atop a heavily restyled under-seat muffler. It looks
were the same as last year apart from some extra mouldings added to the fairing mid-sections
that enhance stability and reduce noise emission levels by now totally enclosing the clutch and
gearbox. Although all of these changes involved the addition of some materials, the overall
weight of the CBRRR remained the same as the model. This was achieved through weight
savings in the engine, exhaust, and the chassis. It also gets a new Showa "Big Piston Fork" and
retuned rear shock in a new bodywork. Motor Cycle News said a Japanese source at Honda said
that CBRRR sales in Europe and the UK will end after the model year due to the redesign costs
necessary to comply with Euro4 emissions regulations, which will come into effect on January
1, Shootout comparisons by motorcycle magazines consistently awarded the CBRRR first place
in the super sport class. As of [update] , in the Supersport World Championship, the CBR won
eight out of twelve titles since its introduction in , and ten manufacturers' crowns since From
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view the list of related motorbikes Compare technical specs. Look at photos. And check out the
rating of the bike's engine performance, repair costs, etc. Rating sample for this Honda bike.
You can also compare bikes. Quick steering yet pretty stable on a smooth track with huge
angles of lean achievable. Brakes are hard to fault too. A cc in-line four is the staple lay out for a
sports , with good reason â€” it works brilliantly. The Honda CBRRR's no match for the Hondas
of 15 years ago when less environmentally friendly but more durable paints were in use but still
a well finished motorcycle. Honda recalled some and motorcycles to correct a fault which might
have caused the rear brakes to seize. Two year updates and four year major overhauls are
common on the sportys s. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the
bike below. Bought the bike new. Front page of The Sun speeds are seriously easy to achieve.
Would have liked to see a self cancelling indicator like my 20 year old YPVS as well as a gear
indicator if only for top. Wrists can ache after only short distances but better technique helps.
Great bike overall, can't see anything out there i'd rather be on at the mo. Cracking bike - my
first big bike after years on a The bike is nimble and light and easy to ride at low revs. Twist the
throttle and she comes alive - needs high revs for top end power. If ridden well the bike can
easily compete with 1ltr bikes. Looks good, simple dash, easy to maintain, reliable and very
very quick. Spent a year with a 06 RR and loved it! It really puts a smile on your face. It looks
great and the unit pro suspension really gives confidence to get on the gas earlyâ€¦ really it
does! The engine is a peach, smooth as silk but with a naughty side which makes you want to
play with the rev counter flicking around 10k! It is also comfy for a supersport and is put
together better than the RR I now have. Any weaknesses? Er, there is not much wind protection
unless you duck down but this was not bad enough for me to do anything about it!. Highly
recommended! Fantastic handling, acceleration and most of all, looks.. Inspires bags of
confidence and as you would expect from a honda, virtually bullet proof. On the down side,
anything over an hour on it requires a massage, zero storage, and i mean zero - if you want to
take anything bigger than a credit card take your backpack. All in all though, an awesome bike.
Bought from new in april No probs as yet whatsoever! Strengths: Easy to ride. Awesome
brakes. Weaknesses: lack of Underseat storage. Slight lack of midrange. I had a CBRrr before
this and that was a great bike!! Unfortunately I couldn't stretch to one, as I was buying another
house at the time. I love it!! Strengths: The handling is fantastic, you think it, the bike does it.
Smooth and responsive on the throttle and great brakes. It's a fantastic all rounder!!
Weaknesses: I can't really find any faults, apart from its a nightmare to clean, without removing
the fairings. But hey, I don't take it out in the wet!! A great all round bike. After getting used to
riding here on a , this is the best thing I have done. Had the option of going for a Fireblade. No
regrets. Strengths: A very user friendly bike that has no trouble keeping up with the big guys.
All round just perfect. Weaknesses: No gripes. But the one thing I have a problem is storage
space. But then on sport bike, is storage a problem? Great handling good brakes build quality
as you would expect from a Honda plus the reliability this bike actually fills me with so much
confidence its unreal,also find riding position better than the blade. I really love this machine no
need for bigger bikes. Weaknesses: Servicing and cleaning is a nightmare no room to work at
all. Just a little notchy at low revs. Obviously it is vastly quicker, but for a heavier bike, the
handling and turn in is actually better on the CBR. I haven't had any problems with low torque at
low revs, but then maybe this is coming back up from a small 2 stroke! Opened up in 6th at
60mph, and in the blink of an eye she was doing - what lack of torque? Typical quality honda
build, surprisingly easy to ride in traffic and round town, but livens up considerably when on the
open road. Even pretty good with pillion, although my wife is less than 8 stone, probably harder
with a heavier passenger. Bought this in narrow preference to a Ducati R, no regrets though.
Strengths: Handling, brakeing and 'rider friendlyness', Covetous looks from other riders plus
my 17 year old brother and his mates! Weaknesses: A driving ban is just
impala 3800 engine
1947 jeep parts
sprinter fuel tank
a twist of the throttle away! I bought this bike a couple of months ago and its been great fun. I
had an old CBRf which was great and could do anything, but this bike is a big step on. The
acceleration, braking and handling are superb. It is a little bit stodgy in the lower revs, but this
bike is designed to be revved and once you do its like being strapped to a rocket. Cleaning is a
pleasure - pain thing. Its nice when its done but getting into all the nooks and cranny's is a pain.
Strengths: Superb through the bends.. Weaknesses: The seat. Its like sitting on a park bench..
Thinking of changing it for a Corbin.. Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale
For sale. View 14 images. View bikes for sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Other
versions None. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals

5 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 3 out of 5. Engine 4 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5.
Medium Summary of owners' reviews.

